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PROBLEM EVAPORATOR CASING CONDENSATION

SOLUTION INSTALLATION OF CONDENSATION STOP KIT PART NUMBER

K091215RLS2

MODEL :

ASU- 9-12-15RLS2

Production serial number:

ASU9RLS2 S/N JQA000000~003359

ASU12RLS2 S/N JRA000000~009983

ASU15RLS2 S/N JSA000000~004625 

These evaporators may emit condensation across the front of the coils 
and drip down onto the louvers and to the floor during the cooling 
operation. In the event that this situation may occur, we suggestions the 
following procedures to remedy the problem. 

Remove Screws in RED  circles

1.Remove screws, remove filters, then remove 
panel to expose evaporator coil.

2. Remove the 3 reinforcement metal fittings.

Reinforcement metal fittings

NOTE:
Before any work is performed please 
turn on unit in heat mode so that any 
condensation that is trapped inside 

evaporator coil can dry.  Operate unit in 
heat for about 10 to 15 minutes or until 

visually dry.

TURN MAIN POWER OFF
before any work is performed.



3. How to remove reinforcement metal fitting. 4. Grasp top side of reinforcement metal fitting with 
needle nose pliers then push down and out towards you.

5. Remove metal plate

Foam tape sticker (included in kit)

6. Apply foam strip tape where metal plate was     
removed from, press firmly but do not bend coil or 
fins. caution when applying foam tape, coil fins 
can be razor sharp and can cause injury. 

Remove the black metal plate

7. Hook top of metal fitting onto pipe 8. Hook the bottom of metal fitting onto pipe



9. Hook top of metal fitting on pipe. 10.Then hook the bottom of metal fitting on 
pipe.

11. Re-install 3 metal fittings back onto 
coil, re-use prior locations across the 
top bottom coil to bottom top coil 
assembly. 

Do not re-use original Reinforcement 

Reinforcement metal fittings reinstalled- RED circles.

Do not re-use original Reinforcement 

metal fittings. Use new metal fitting 
supplied in kit.


